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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to explore the aesthetic characteristics of ancient women's clothing, analyze its relationship with social status and social culture, and evaluate its contemporary interpretation and value. Through a detailed investigation of the colors, patterns, styles and collocation aesthetics of ancient women's clothing, this paper reveals the social and cultural implications behind the clothing, and explores the close relationship between the clothing and women's social status. Research shows that ancient women's clothing is not only a symbol of beauty, but also an intuitive embodiment of social status and cultural tradition. The color, pattern, style and collocation of clothing were deeply influenced by the social culture at that time, which in turn strengthened these social and cultural norms. In addition, ancient women's clothing also carries a wealth of historical information, providing valuable research materials for future generations. This study emphasizes the contemporary value of ancient women's clothing. These costumes not only have historical value, but also have artistic value, which provides historians with a window to study ancient society and an endless source of inspiration for modern designers. At the same time, the contemporary interpretation and application of ancient women's clothing also shows the vitality and innovation potential of traditional culture.

1. Introduction

In ancient society, clothing was not only a tool to cover the body and keep warm, but also a comprehensive embodiment of culture, identity, status and aesthetics [1]. This is especially true for women's clothing, whose styles, colors, patterns and other elements were deeply influenced by social culture, customs and aesthetic concepts at that time [2-3]. At the same time, women's clothing is also an important symbol reflecting their social status and role orientation. Therefore, the study of ancient women's clothing can not only reveal the aesthetic fashion at that time, but also deeply understand women's social status and living conditions [4].

The main purpose of this study is to comprehensively analyze the aesthetic characteristics of ancient women's clothing and explore how it maps out women's social status. This not only helps us to better understand the living conditions and social status of ancient women, but also provides valuable historical reference for modern dress design and aesthetics. Through this study, we can have a deeper understanding of the cultural concepts, customs and habits of ancient society and the
role and status of women in the society at that time.

2. Overview of ancient women's clothing

The origin of ancient women's clothing can be traced back to ancient times. With the passage of history, its style, material and technology have undergone tremendous changes [5]. From the original hides and leaves to the later silk, cotton and linen, from simple tailoring to exquisite embroidery, every step of the transformation has condensed the wisdom and ingenuity of the ancient people, as shown in Figure 1. These changes not only reflected the productivity level at that time, but also reflected the ancient women's pursuit of beauty and changes in aesthetic concepts [6].

![Figure 1: Historical transformation of ancient women's clothing](image-url)

There are many kinds and styles of ancient women's clothing. From elegant Han costumes to gorgeous Tang costumes, from simple Song costumes to exquisite Ming and Qing costumes, each costume represents the aesthetic fashion and cultural characteristics of the society at that time [7]. These costumes not only have high aesthetic value, but also are important historical materials for studying ancient society, culture and customs.

The materials and techniques of ancient women's clothing are also rich and colorful. The use of silk, cotton, linen, fur and other materials, as well as the development of embroidery, dyeing and weaving, have greatly enriched the styles and connotations of ancient women's clothing [8]. The choice of these materials and techniques not only reflects the aesthetic taste of ancient women, but also reflects the productivity and technical level of society at that time.

3. Aesthetic characteristics of ancient women's clothing

   (1) Color aesthetics

   The color aesthetics of ancient women's clothing was deeply influenced by the social culture at that time. In terms of color selection, ancient women preferred bright and bright colors, such as red, green and blue, which not only highlighted women's delicacy and vitality, but also had a strong visual impact and left a deep impression on people [9]. At the same time, the choice of color is often associated with the season, occasion and the identity and age of the wearer. For example, in festive occasions, bright colors such as red are more popular, while in solemn sacrifice or worship activities, more calm colors may be chosen.

   (2) Pattern aesthetics

   The pattern design of ancient women's clothing also embodies the unique aesthetic concept. The themes of these patterns are rich and varied, including natural scenery such as flowers, birds, fish and insects, landscape marble, and auspicious patterns such as bats, butterflies and longevity characters. The layout and composition of the pattern pay attention to symmetry and coordination,
smooth lines and harmonious color matching, which not only shows the exquisite craftsmanship, but also reflects the yearning and pursuit of ancient women for a better life.

(3) Style aesthetics
There are various styles of ancient women's clothing, and each style contains unique aesthetic interest. For example, loose gowns show elegant beauty, while tight dresses show the curvaceous beauty of women. In terms of style design, ancient women paid attention to the tailoring and lines of clothing, and pursued clothing modeling that was both ergonomic and aesthetic. At the same time, the change of styles also reflects the evolution of fashion trends and the renewal of women's aesthetic concepts.

(4) Collocation aesthetics
Ancient women also showed superb aesthetic level in clothing collocation. They pay attention to the coordination and unity between clothing and accessories, such as headdress, earrings, bracelets and other accessories, which will echo the color and style of clothing. In addition, ancient women were also good at using different dress elements to mix and match skillfully, thus creating novel and unique visual effects. This collocation aesthetic not only improves the overall image temperament of women, but also reflects their unique views and creativity on beauty.

4. The relationship between ancient women's clothing and social status

In ancient society, clothing was not only a practical product to protect the body from the cold, but also a symbol of identity and status. The texture, style, color and the degree of simplicity of decoration of women's clothing directly or indirectly reflect the social status of the wearer. Noble materials, exquisite craftsmanship and unique styles are often symbols of noble status, while ordinary people's clothing is relatively simple and practical. There are also significant differences between women of different social classes in clothing. Noble women usually wear gorgeous and luxurious clothes to show their noble status and status. Their costumes are often made of high-grade fabrics, inlaid with jewels and beautifully embroidered, showing a high level of craftsmanship and aesthetic value. Ordinary women, on the other hand, wear simple dresses and pay attention to practicality and comfort. This difference in clothing not only reflects the different social status, but also reflects the hierarchical system of ancient society.

With the changes and development of society, ancient women's clothing also experienced constant evolution, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Historical stage</th>
<th>Social condition</th>
<th>Characteristics of women's clothing</th>
<th>Reflected social culture and women's status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period of political stability and economic prosperity</td>
<td>Social stability and economic development</td>
<td>Gorgeous and colorful, fashionable and diverse, superior materials, fine technology.</td>
<td>Cultural prosperity, women's aesthetic pursuit, highlighting social status, women's role is more prominent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In times of war or economic depression</td>
<td>Social unrest and shortage of resources</td>
<td>Simple and practical, conservative in style and ordinary in material.</td>
<td>Survival needs are given priority, aesthetic and cultural activities are limited, and women's clothing tends to be more functional.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The period of improving women's social status</td>
<td>Social progress and open concept.</td>
<td>Personalization, fashion sense, breaking through the traditional bondage</td>
<td>The enhancement of women's independent consciousness, the change of aesthetic concept, the promotion of women's social status, cultural diversity and inclusiveness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This evolution not only reflects the historical changes and cultural development of ancient
society, but also reflects the changes of women's role and status in society.

5. Ancient women's clothing reflects the social culture

5.1 Women's dress and etiquette culture

In ancient times, etiquette culture permeated all levels of society. As an important carrier of etiquette culture, women's clothing was designed and dressed in strict accordance with the etiquette norms at that time. Women with different occasions and identities have clear norms and requirements for their clothing. For example, women in the court, their clothing styles, colors, accessories, etc. should match their status, reflecting a strict hierarchical system and an orderly social order. In important ritual activities, such as sacrifice and worship, women's costumes are endowed with sacred significance, and they show their respect for gods and traditions through costumes.

5.2 Women's clothing and marriage and family

Ancient women's clothing also profoundly reflected the concept of marriage and family at that time. In marriage, women's clothing often carries the expectations of the husband's family for the bride, and it is also a symbol of the bride's identity change. For example, at the wedding, the bride's wedding dress usually uses red, which symbolizes auspiciousness and happiness, and also symbolizes that the bride has entered a new stage of life. In addition, women's clothing will also change after marriage to adapt to their new roles and identities in the family.

5.3 Women's clothing and religious belief

In terms of religious belief, ancient women's clothing also plays an important role. Different religious beliefs have different requirements and norms for women's clothing. For example, in Buddhist culture, the costumes of female believers are usually simple and elegant in color to show their piety and respect for Buddhism. In some folk beliefs, women's clothing may have more mysterious colors and symbolic meanings to pray for the protection and shelter of the gods.

5.4 Women's clothing and literature and art

There is also a close relationship between ancient female costumes and literature and art. In ancient literary works, women's costumes are often endowed with rich images and symbolic meanings, and become an important tool for poets and writers to express their feelings and shape their characters. At the same time, the styles and colors of women's clothing often become the source of inspiration for artists' creation, and are integrated into various works of art such as paintings and sculptures.

6. Ancient female costumes and social psychology

Self - identity

Ancient women's clothing has an important influence on women's self-identity. Clothing is not only an external dress, but also an expression of women's inner world. By choosing different clothing styles and colors, women can show their personality, taste and values. At the same time, clothing is also a way for women to pursue beauty and show their self-confidence, which helps to enhance women's sense of self-worth and identity.

Others' cognition
In ancient society, women's clothing was also an important basis for others to recognize and evaluate women. The style, texture and color of clothing will affect others' first impression and overall evaluation of women. Therefore, when women choose clothes, they will also consider the aesthetic expectations and social norms of others, so as to create an image that meets social expectations.

Social expectation
Ancient women's clothing also reflects the expectations and requirements of society for women. In different historical periods and social backgrounds, the role orientation and values of women in society will be different. These social expectations are often reflected and spread through women's clothing.

7. Contemporary interpretation and value of ancient women's clothing

7.1 The historical value of ancient women's clothing

Ancient women's clothing carries rich historical and cultural information. They are not only historical witnesses, but also historical participants. By studying ancient women's clothing, we can get a glimpse of the social features, aesthetic concepts, technical level and people's lifestyle at that time. These costumes provide us with an intuitive historical window, enabling us to have a deeper understanding of all aspects of ancient society. Therefore, ancient women's clothing has extremely high historical value and is an important material for studying history and culture.

7.2 The artistic value of ancient women's clothing

Ancient women's clothing is not only the carrier of history, but also the treasure of art. From design to production, every piece of clothing embodies the painstaking efforts and wisdom of craftsmen. The patterns, colors, and tailoring of costumes all reflect superb artistic standards and unique aesthetic pursuits. These costumes not only have ornamental value, but also can stimulate people's artistic inspiration and creativity. Therefore, ancient women's clothing also has irreplaceable value in the art field.

7.3 Contemporary influence and application of ancient women's clothing

Although ancient women's clothing has been far away from our daily life, their influence still exists. In the contemporary fashion world, we can often see the reference and application of ancient clothing elements. These elements not only provide inspiration for modern design, but also inject new vitality and connotation into fashion. In addition, ancient women's clothing also had a far-reaching impact on film and television production, literary creation and other fields. By excavating and applying these dress elements, we can better inherit and carry forward traditional culture, and at the same time provide more possibilities for modern artistic creation.

8. Conclusions

Through the in-depth discussion of ancient women's clothing, this study reveals its unique aesthetic characteristics and close relationship with social status and culture. Ancient women's clothing is not only the witness of history and the treasure of art, but also has a far-reaching influence in contemporary society. These costumes not only carry rich historical and cultural information, but also provide endless inspiration and creativity for modern design. Therefore, we should pay more attention to the research and protection of ancient women's clothing in order to
inherit and carry forward this precious cultural heritage.

Looking forward to the future, we expect more scholars and researchers to pay attention to the field of ancient women's clothing and promote the related research to a deeper level through interdisciplinary cooperation and exchange. At the same time, we also hope that all walks of life can pay more attention to the protection and inheritance of traditional culture, so that this precious cultural heritage of ancient women's clothing can glow with new brilliance in the new era background.
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